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obliterated, rigorously obstructed both by the
structures portrayed and the particular view
projected upon them.

If anything is left unresolved in the
exhibition, then, it is that despite the
unstated but saturated critique implicit in
these works, the photographs still act to
seduce. Just as the city works by a
pornographic logic, offering itself up as
performance for consumption, so does
photography, through its translation of
‘scene’ into inert compositions of form and
colour, offer itself up for reification. In
highlighting the interstices between the
photograph’s act of framing and fixture and
the exhibition’s mechanisms of display and
spectacle, Urban Pornography interrogates
its own complicity in the process.

1. Michel Foucault, ‘Of other spaces’, Diacritics, 16:1, Spring
1986.

Urban Pornography, Artists Space, New York, 25
October–1 December 2001.

Erika Tan – Pidgin:
Interrupted
Transmission

susan pui san lok

Pidgin [pij’in] 1. a minimal second language
that is a combination of the vocabulary and
pronunciation patterns of two or more
languages, created when groups speaking
mutually unintelligible languages have a
need to communicate, as for trade or
negotiations; grammatically, it usually is a
simplified form of one of the languages. 2.
loosely, any simplified or abridged form of a
language used by non-native speakers. (Said
to be from a Chinese mispronunciation of
the word business within Chinese Treaty
ports.)

Blinds down, the gallery is darkened, dim.
Light flickers, bouncing from double
projections that double the dimensions, two
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to four, of obliquely opposing walls. Pigeons
flock, stilled mid-flight in black and white (–
in Trafalgar Square?), later flying into and
past the artist’s lens, colourful; a head in
profile, lips moving, whispers (– me, my lips
to E.’s ear); pages of texts in unfamiliar
scripts; text messages, abbreviations and
decodings; and aerial views of a flat,
indistinct landscape. Somewhere in the
sequence is the announcement ‘an exercise
in: phonological stretching’. I wonder if I
have arrived, by chance, at the beginning,
much later realising that there is none.
Talking heads ensue, speaking heavily
accented, halting versions of English and
German, awkward shapes of words coming
uneasily from unpractised mouths. From the
spoken to the written: texts appear
fleetingly, white on black, again in various
languages – too briefly to be caught, and
only then by speed-reading multi-linguists.
This is followed by a slow and suspenseful
game of whispers: from me to E. … to E. …
D. … A. … P., M. … J., J., A. (or is this a
later round?) … and finally to S., who tells
us, ‘Language is a skill that relates to a toy’.

Erika Tan’s latest work, ‘Pidgin:
Interrupted Transmission’, is a complex and
ambitious project which appears to take as
its starting point the task of defining and
locating the origins of ‘pidgin English’.
While various definitions can indeed be
found within the overall work, Tan’s project
becomes, in the process of her research and
experimentation, as much about process
itself. Theory takes an unprivileged seat
within a wider, open-ended inquiry that
finds itself necessarily embroiled in ‘aspects
of language and translation’ (the suffix to
George Steiner’s 1975 After Babel, the title
of equal relevance here). Mixing and
stretching metaphors, offsetting the
immutability of the printed word and
idiosyncratic handwritten counterparts with
the elusive and elastic spoken, Tan’s
investigation delineates a difficult and
disjointed trajectory of vertical and
horizontal loops, slippages and double-
takes. Solemn, overwhelming and at turns
quietly playful, ‘Pidgin’ is most affecting in
its unaffected moments of bewilderment,
frustration and pleasure.
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Footage of carrier pigeons being tagged,
released, and variations of, recur; a single
pigeon in flight, close-ups of pigeons in a
loft. Early black-and-white stills of pilots
with pigeons amid cheering crowds offer a
parallel to later footage from a cockpit, the
pilot faintly heard but unseen as he navigates
the plane over green fields, eventually
coming in to land. The play on
‘pidgin’/‘pigeon’ highlights a slippage that
registers as a visual and written pun but not
in the spoken; a gap in translation that
refutes the transparency and stability of
language as a straightforward means or mere
tool of communication. This gap is
symbolised by the distance between the two
projections which, together with their
content, are slightly askew – not-quite
parallel, not-quite mirror – one is angled
obliquely to the gallery walls, distinguishing
the space like an accent over a vowel.
Deceptively similar, the un-same narratives
are in fact at moments emphatically
divergent, most clearly so when one of the
screens goes black. Stood solitarily between
the two, attempting to keep track of elisions
and coincidences, I find myself trying to
pivot the disjuncture. 

Further gaps are relayed between visual
and sound tracks. Two speakers emit varied
sounds, their visibility foregrounding
their function as output mechanisms.
Occasionally out of sync
or at odds with the image
track, they bear forth the
tappings of Morse code or
a telegraphic transmission,
sounds of a woman
singing in Mandarin,
radio stations tuning in
and out, and with them,
voices and languages
veering and swerving
towards and away from
each another, before
disappearing into the
‘silence’ of background
interference; pigeons coo;
a phone rings ( – or is that
coming from the gallery
office? An appropriate
interference nonetheless).

The juxtaposition of ‘carriers’ – carrier
pigeons, aircraft carriers – inscribes an
opposition and cycle of departure and
arrival (the birds take off, the plane comes
in, both compelled by a necessity to ‘home’,
to return to/from a/loft). This loop is
disrupted by a further association of ‘carrier’
with ‘carrier waves’, whose signals
guarantee no single destination, no final
point of arrival or return. Language as a
carrier, a bearer, a conduit, a messenger of
meanings picked up and dropped intact? A
mode of transport or an always-already
interrupted transmission, reconfigured and
misconstrued with each utterance?

A screen goes dark – a broken
transmission, a lapse into silence and the
unspoken, unwritten. Elsewhere, easily un-
seen as not-part of the work, a monitor
constitutes a third screen and projection
space, its presence intervening in the
apparent dualities, and sometimes
circularity, of the visual tracks. The display
is split between three frames whose contents
– sequences of texts and abstract symbols –
correspond with the image and audio
projections, the third representing their
interrelationship within an overall time line.
Appearing to make transparent the workings
of the piece, this ‘transparency’ is dependent
on one’s understanding of the interface and
language of the digital editing software

Installation shot of Pidgin
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deployed; the clarity it presents to one
viewer may constitute obfuscation for
another. Foregrounding the editing and
temporal flow of the work, certain relations
between some, though not all, elements in
the work are made explicit; meanwhile, the
black background, at once flat and
fathomless, conceals and swallows the
excesses. 

Moreover, the monitor, together with a
notebook, desk lamp and the table on which
they are placed, draw attention to the
processes and tactics deployed by Tan as the
artist-as-translator (sometimes by proxy) at
work – gathering, sifting, making non/sense
of her material. Tan lays her processes bare,
almost. The notebook collates responses
to real and virtual postings, results of
web searches, definitions of ‘pidgin’,
explications of linguistic terms, quotes on
language, useful source books and a couple
of short essays. A request for translators
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posted on the University of London’s School
of Oriental and African Studies’ notice-
board is included (‘Arabic, Armenian,
Batak, Bengali, Burmese, Cambodian,
Chinese, Egyptian, Ethiopic, Greek,
Gujarati, Italian, Hebrew, Japanese,
Indonesian, Korean, Mongolian, Sinhalese,
Swedish, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Tibetan
etc’), as are the resultant transcripts; advice
and information on pidgin are offered from
various academic quarters, though the exact
nature of Tan’s initial email query is
undisclosed. This withholding is revealing,
suggesting that interest in determining an
original motive for the project is misplaced;
origins are of little import, if not irrelevant.
Bound, as if to constitute a final statement,
the notebook is in fact inconclusive. Its
contents comprise already heavily mediated
material, coming before, between and after
the work, yet open to further processes of
selection, transposition and translation;
transparency is illusory. 

Preoccupations with ‘origins’ and
‘corruptions’ – firsts, chief, secondary,
minor – pepper dictionary definitions of
‘pidgin’. Vague allusions to historical
relations between European colonial and
Chinese imperial powers locate its
emergence and development as a form of
linguistic exchange necessitated by, and
intertwined with, economic exchange.
While ‘pidgin English’ may be ‘trivial’ and
‘derivative’ (Steiner), its ‘corruptions’ also
inscribe complex relations of power. Tan
cites the Lingua Vision website which makes
the assertion that while pidgin English has
come to dominate as the international
business language, it vies with Chinese as
the most spoken language worldwide.
In the grain of this simplistic vision of
alternate waking/chattering, sleeping/silent
hemispheres are at least several thousand
other languages, and presumably countless
pidgin hybridisations.

If pidgin arises out of incomprehension
and imposition, a subsequent appropriation
and transformation of a dominant tongue,
does it signal a process of acclimatisation
and/or act of subversion? As a necessary
and imaginative leap, miming, seducing,
intertwining, pidgin looks not backwardsInstallation shot of Pidgin
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but sidelong, glancing slyly at a supposed
‘first’ ‘original’ language – its susceptibility
to ‘adulteration’ a sign of an essential
‘impurity’. Disrespecting boundaries, it
gives a name to some of the uneven,
inevitable and infinite collisions and
transmutations perpetuating along spatial
and temporal axes, between supposedly
discrete bodies of language. Can we also
speak of a pidgin English culture? If
languages and cultures as metaphorical
bodies are not self-contained but porous
and malleable, ‘corrupt’ from the outset,
mercurially inflected by manifold
differences and always less than intact,
how/where can there be a ‘first’? From such
a premise, ‘first’ designates not some
untainted a priori original – but a
prioritising determined by hierarchical
economic and political relations: a
historically specific synchronic (as opposed
to a ‘progressive’ diachronic) ranking that
hazardously disregards the two-way traffic
jamming the proverbial streets.

The work invokes the image of Babel,
pointing to other mythologies of the primal
scattering of languages, by accident or
punishment, and yearnings for a masterful and
godly Logos, the first – perhaps only – Word;
a lost universal parlance, thereafter sought in
the instinctual, natural, mathematical or
indeed beyond/before any known tongue. The
unconscious drive for the ‘Other’/‘other’, the
desire in language, is brought into relief by the
Barthesian quotation cited and recited in the
work. Recalling the body and flesh, the muscle
and cord that (g)rasps and speaks, Barthes’s
evocation of language locates its irrefutable
materiality beside its impalpability. Embodied,
embedded as possibility, it is intimate, curious,
sexually charged and sensuous, activating a
frisson, a tension, a ‘rub’.

These qualities can be glimpsed in the
work, like tender and awkward touches, the
determined yet slightly embarrassed
fumblings of a new lover. There is a
sensuality to the movements of lips and
mouths in the talking heads sequences, in the
hesitant and careful negotiation of unfamiliar
(m)other tongues, heightened when the
camera shifts the focus from eyes and faces.
In the game of ‘Chinese Whispers’/‘broken

telephone’, a ‘scene of translations’ (Sarat
Maharaj), the continuous shot of tightly
framed lips and mouths, repeatedly
approaching the ear of another, allows a
gentle tension to build up. Silences
accumulate and culminate in an inevitably
anti-climatic, bemused and bemusing
utterance. The ‘final’ translation reveals
something strange, confused and unresolved:
words have been dropped, displaced and
invented, but remain distinct, exemplifying
perhaps an impulse to compensate for the
misheard and unknown; conjuring a certain
sense out of nonsense and nonsense out of
sense, language is rendered, quite
appropriately, a plaything, a ‘toy’, its
meanings spiralling out of the circle. 

Standing/moving awkwardly through the
space, occupying the symbolic chasm
between texts, the work leaves me feeling
somewhat stranded in the excess, ‘looking
lost’ as someone observes in passing.
Overwhelmed by the complexity and sheer
quantity of information, the multiple
streams of images, words, voices and sounds
induce a mild anxiety and temporary
aphonia. ‘Do you translate by eye or by ear?’
asks Trinh T. Minh-ha, elsewhere. By eye, by
ear, by touch. Talked at but unable to talk
back, unsure of what is being said, I struggle
to listen, to listen/see/feel to translate, and
translate to speak in turn. ‘[F]requencies,
fibrillations, somatic vibrations and shivers,
acoustic perturbation, hand–face
movements, flapping arms–wrists, lip
suction, mouth-pump action, darting eyes,
frowns, voice tone, tremor, pitch’ – this is
‘the space of orality’ (Maharaj), the domain
of the untranslatable coinciding with the
already and not-yet said. Taking as given the
loss of a phantom ‘original’, dwelling in the
irreparable break, to speak and be
(mis)heard is perhaps to share in the
complicity and companionship of not-
knowing, not-quite-hearing; pleasure in the
silence, pleasure in the sullying, the
subversion, pleasure in mistranslation.

Pidgin was at Norwich Gallery, 28 November to 21
December 2001, a Film and Video Umbrella touring
exhibition curated and produced in association with
Norwich Gallery and Open Eye, Liverpool.
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